
COMMENTS  TO AVOID
WHEN GIVING CREATIVE
FEEDBACK, AS BROUGHT
VIVIDLY TO LIFE BY THE
MANY FACES OF WILLEM
DAFOE IN THE LIGHTHOUSE



"CAN WE COMBINE
ROUTES 2 AND 5?"



"ACTUALLY, OUR MD IS
A BIT OF A

WORDSMITH."



"CAN YOU JAZZ IT UP A
LITTLE?"



"I DON'T GET IT."



"WE GET IT,
OBVIOUSLY, BUT
IT'S MAYBE TOO

CLEVER FOR OUR
AUDIENCE?"



"I GUESS WE'LL
KNOW WHAT WE
WANT WHEN WE

SEE IT?"



"I KNOW THAT'S OUR
BRAND COLOUR, BUT I

HATE IT."



"THAT'S NOT WHAT WE
WE WERE EXPECTING."



"CAN YOU MAKE IT
MORE VISUAL? AND

MORE PREMIUM,
MAYBE? YOU KNOW,
SORT OF A BIT MORE

EPIC?"



"IT'S NOT REALLY
WORKING FOR ME."



"I JUST DON'T
LIKE IT."



THE LESS SNARKY, SLIGHTLY MORE CONSTRUCTIVE BIT

BE SPECIFIC 

Vague or random feedback won't get you what you want in round 2. It's fine not to like work you've been shown. But say why you

don't like it, based on your campaign objectives. Try to pinpoint exactly what it is that bothers you. "This isn’t right, because we  know

our audience doesn't respond well to XXX". Make your feedback actionable.

ASK QUESTIONS 

Get your creatives to clarify how they are meeting the brief. "Can you explain how you think this is helping our target audience to feel

X?" "Where in the idea do we communicate Y?" If it's on brief, and the brief is right, they'll have all the answers.

REMEMBER WHO IT'S FOR

You might not like it, but it might not be aimed at you. When the chairman of Lever Faberge was presented with a new Lynx campaign

he said, “I hate it. I’m sure it will be very successful".



THE LESS SNARKY, SLIGHTLY MORE CONSTRUCTIVE BIT

TRY NOT TO GET STUCK ON DETAILS RIGHT FROM THE OFF

"I’m not quite sure that’s the right blue" is of course important and ultimately non-negotiable from a brand point of view. But save it

until the end. Examine, investigate and discuss the idea first. 

BE HONEST

Nothing worse than a good presentation, filled with glowing praise,  then a follow up call that starts, 'Actually, we've been thinking

and it's not quite right...' If there's an issue, be polite, but direct and up front. Share your concerns. It's a collaboration after all. And it's

not personal (so avoid 'you' - as in "You haven't done this" or "You've missed the mark").

IT ALL STARTS WITH A GOOD, CLEAR BRIEF

As ever, if your brief has clear outcomes, a sharp understanding of your target audience, a relevant brand offer and a differentiated

tone of voice – that’s the best place to start with feedback. If your creatives are good (and that's a whole other discussion to be had...)

you should get work that inspires, surprises and excites you when you see it.



Thank You


